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The Memorial Cross on Dovecote Lane, Beeston was erected 21st May 1921 in
memory of those men from the area who lost their lives in the Great War 1914-18.

It was designed by William Herbert Higginbottom JP an Architect from Arnold,
Nottingham, the cross is a Celtic cross a replica of the cross erected on the island of Iona,
he also designed the Chilwell Memorial Institute which is also dedicated to men of the
village who were lost in 1914-18 war, and Sir John Robinson's Almshouses in Daybrook just
opposite the Premier Inn on the Mansfield Road to more ordinary designs like the row of
semi-detached houses in Meadow Road, Beeston Rylands where Barry’s Barbershop is
located at the moment.



On the front page; At the top right, image of a Corporal at the Remembrance Day Parade,from
the170 (Infrastructure Support) Engineer Group, at the Memorial Cross, Dovecote Lane, Beeston

However again this year there will not be a parade of uniformed personnel on Remembrance
Sunday 14/11/21, because of Covid-19 restrictions they say, yet there will be a gathering of local
Dignitaries and Church leaders who usually attend to give thanks to those from the area who lost
their lives in all conflicts, and wreaths will laid to commemorate their sacrifice.

On Thursday’s club night 21/10/21, the certificates and trophies for the 2020 print
exhibition were presented to the winners; At last Mike Leatherland was heard to exclaim “I
have held on to these trophies for almost 2 years” now they can be given to winners.

First Row: CM C: Tuscan Dawn - Dave Gilbert; CM M: The Burren, Ireland - Keith Collins; CM N: Reflective Fox
Stare - Paul Screen; HC N: Blue Damsel Fly - Alan Booth; B M: Practice Serve - Gillan Young.

Second Row: B C: Luskentyre Bay - Vin Scothern; B N: European Bee-eater Tossing Dragonfly - Trevor Lane;
MC: Turning Over a New Leaf - Linda Cooper-Clayton; S A: Subalpine Warbler - Trevor Lane; TMC: Colourful
Decay - Vin Scothern.

Presentation Table:

Key: CM - certificate of merit HC - highley commended B - best MC - most creative

SA - selectors award TMC - the mayor’s choice C - colour M - mono



33MP BSI CMOS full-frame sensor

Up to 10 fps shooting in lossy Raw with extensive buffer

In-body stabilization rated up to 5.5EV

Full-width oversampled 4K from 7K, up to 30p

4K/60p oversampled from 4.6K with Super35 / APS-Cmode

10-bit video or HEIF stills capture

H.265 video, S-Cinetone color mode

3.69M dot OLED viewfinder

Twin card slots (1x CFe A/UHS-II, 1x UHS-II SD)

Full-time Bluetooth LE connection

The Sony FE 70-200mm f/2.8 G Master OSS II is simply one of the very finest 70-200mm lenses on
the planet. A feast of glass includes one double-sided XA (Extreme Aspherical) element, two other
aspherical elements, four ED (Extra-low Dispersion) elements and two Super ED elements. Nano-
structure coatings are also applied, plus a fluorine coating on the front element. There’s not one
but two autofocus systems, incorporating a double linear motor plus an RDSSM (Ring Drive Super
Sonic wave Motor), this being used for the heavier forward focus groups. The construction is fully
weather-sealed and includes a fluorine coating on the front element. Handling is particularly good,
with an autofocus range limiter, customisable focus hold buttons, and dual-mode stabilization for
static and panning shots. Bokeh is excellent, as is the sharpness, helped by an 11-blade
diaphragm. The only drawbacks are that it’s a big, heavy lens, with a particularly heavyweight
price tag. £2,130.00

Value For Money Sony 70-400mm f/4-5.6 G SSM II Currently, it is possible to pick up one of these lenses for around
£1700, which may seem expensive at first glance, but when this price is compared to the Nikon 80-400mm, which
retails for around £2015, it suddenly seems very good value indeed. However, if you've a nose for a bargain and aren't
all that bothered about the improved AF performance and anti-reflective coatings, the older version of this lens can
still be picked up from some UK retailers for around £1400. The closest equivalent lens from a third party
manufacturers is Sigma's 120-400mm f/4.5-5.6 DG HSM lens, which retails for around £630. This lens starts its zoom
range at 120mm instead of 70mm but is similarly specified otherwise. This is an excellent lens, that performs well, and
is priced well enough to be considered good value for money too. The build quality is very good, although it is a little
strange that it is not weather sealed, as you may expect lenses pitched at this level to be. Even so, this should prove
to be a very popular lens, as its predecessor was thanks to the improved autofocus speed and anti-reflective
coatings, which are both welcome improvements.

NEW TECH NEW TECH NEW TECH NEW TECH NEW
The Sony a7 IV is the fourth generation of the company's core a7 full-frame mirrorless camera
model. It's the most advanced yet, bringing many of the improvements Sony has made in terms of
autofocus and interface design since the launch of the a7 III, back in February 2018.

At the heart of the a7 IV is a new 33MP BSI-CMOS sensor. This represents a move away from the
24MP chip used by the a7 III and its immediate Panasonic and Nikon rivals. Given that BSI sensors
are already widely used in the current generation of cameras, we're not expecting huge leaps
forward in image quality.

The a7 IV replaces 'Lock-on' with its latest (Real-time) 'tracking', which uses pattern detection,
colour, brightness, eye and face detection to better understand the subject you initiated focus on.
This allows the camera to seamlessly switch between your subject's eyes, face, head and body as
necessary, to continue to track it even if he or she looks or walks away, rather than become
distracted by another face. In practice, the system is very reliable.

The simplicity of the system makes it difficult to convey just how effective it is. But like Canon's
latest AF system, you need only to indicate to the camera what you want to focus on and it'll use
the most appropriate of its powerful AF algorithms to maximise your in focus shot. Until you've
used a system like this, or the comparable one in recent Canon cameras, it's difficult to appreciate
how powerful, reliable and simple they can be. £3,400.00

The a7 IV sees just about every one of its specifications
improved over the a7 III, from basics such as the
resolution of the sensor and viewfinder to significantly
increased video capture options.

NEW TECH NEW TECH NEW TECH NEW TECH NEW



BCC Tutorial
Preparing Images for Print Competitions

By Susan Baker
BA (Hons) Photography ARPS

1. Creating a digital image of the right size.
2. Converting the profile to Srgb.
3. Putting a solid white line around the image.
4. Creating a series of images.

Firstly take a look at the Beeston Camera
Club competition rules at this link

h�ps://
www.beestoncameraclub.org/
compe��on-rules/

1. All digital images must be in JPEG format and
should be at a maximum size of 1400 x 1050 pixels.

So let us look at my image. This is my final jpeg image
in photoshop.

Hello, I’m going to talk about;

To adjust image size I Go to the image tab and down to image size.

What you need is less than pixel height 1050 and 1400 width.

check your resolu�on is 300 your in pixels

I type in the height 1050 it comes up with a width
1312 which is less than 1400 so this is fine.

We are now looking at an image that is 1050 high
and 1312 wide.

Click ok

The image that comes up is �ny… Yep that's what you need as it
can be emailed and also be big enough to do well on social
media and in digital compe��ons.



BCC Tutorial
Preparing Images for Print Competitions

By Susan Baker
BA (Hons) Photography ARPS

2. An essen�al detail is to save the image as RGB so that they appear be�er on digital screens. Also, our
compe��on entry request RGB.

So in photoshop, go to edit and down to convert to profile. What you want is Srgb it took me ages to find,
but once found, it's easy…

Don't lose hope here it is Click OK and you have an image as srgb

I usually save my image as a jpeg. So in the latest photoshop its save as copy and you select jpeg, Named as
image x 1050 and srgb. I close that image in photoshop no I don't want to save changes. That means i don't
want to loose my ini�al large psd, psb jpeg etc. Invest in a 10 tegabite harddrive to keep all of these!!!



BCC Tutorial
Preparing Images for Print Competitions

By Susan Baker
BA (Hons) Photography ARPS

3. Digitally images are displayed on a black background so they can merge into this black background, a
very small solid white line will separate the image from the background. As members of Beeston you
may have heard from the judges a cri�que of my image where this happened and I am welcome to learn
from this and since then I always put in a very small solid white line.

In photoshop close down the
image you are working on and
reopen the saved jpeg image

So lets look at the 1050 srgb image. On a black ground any part of the
image that is black merges into that background. In this image it's the
gloves. So what you need to do is create a solid white line.

In photoshop I go to canvas ( this only works with the jpeg) open image canvas size.

We can see the width is 1312 the height is 1050
In pixels insert 2 , rela�ve �cked, we want it all round the image and we want the extension to be white.
Click OK and we have a very fine white line around the image.

There is something s�ll to do the image is now 1052 in height so you need to go back to image size and …

So then change the image size to 1050 height and
save as your final image yehhh. My final image size is
1050 high less than 1400 wide, its Srgb and it has a
very small white line around it.



BCC Tutorial
Preparing Images for Print Competitions

By Susan Baker
BA (Hons) Photography ARPS

4. Lastly crea�ng a series of images.

What’s working for me in this series is all the images are the same height 1050, there is difference in width
but that's not so no�ceable, all have a white line and are Srgb. I consistently try to make edits that are 4 by
5 or 5 by 4 so when you look at them they are all the same height but can vary in width. I break these rules
all the �me because of my composi�ons.

Here is my collec�on that I presented at the BCC monoclub 21/06/21.

Best wishes to all Sue.

Dear BCC members, if you have a tip or a trick you could offer to other members, just write it out and send it to the
newsletter or write to me Robert and I will help you compose your tip or trick to share with members.

bcc.newsletter@protonmail.com



Photo Opportunities
Now that we can go anywhere, take a fresh look at the opportunities
on our doorstep:

Nottingham Arboretum; Newstead Abbey

Budby, The Pink Village; Gunthorpe Marina

Holme Peirpoint ; Cresswell Crags
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